
European electricity is being disrupted. Renewables are in the ascendency and in 
oversupply. €100Bn of generation assets were written off since 2010. Customers are 
becoming generators. EVs, virtual power plants and micro grids are on the rise. The
 changes are rapid and the challenges enormous, but Digital can be the bridge for 

utilities to succeed in a renewables-focused Europe.

GE is responsible for one-third of the world’s energy and is working with more than 50 
customers around the world to deliver on the digital promise and change the way the 

world produces, distributes and consumes energy across the Electricity Value Network.
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Battery storage as a solution to grid stabilization 
has faced regulatory and policy challenges across 

European markets. Recent focus on buildout, 
however, will double Europe’s battery making 

market share by 2021.

Utilities are facing volatile markets and a lack of full 
visibility into mixed fuel fleets. At risk of missed 
trades, poor hedging, and a general lack of optimized 
assets, real-time data can connect machine and 

plant performance to wholesale market conditions 

for more profitable trading operations.

Balancing the grid across the EU 
comes with a multi-billion Euros 

price tag. Utilities facing fines and 
lost revenue need better visibility 

across generation and T&D. Asset 
and Operations-level software tools 

can track performance of mixed fuel 
fleets against targets and recommend 

action to ensure the best delivery 

with limited waste.  

*Results possible with GE Power’s Predix-based digital solutions.  

Energy “prosumers” are on the rise 
across Europe. The increase of these 
consumers-turned-energy-producers 
has led to new strategies for energy 

aggregation, demand-response, 

integrated EV-charging subscriptions, 

and energy efficiency. Utilities will 
increasingly need to develop new 
business models to meet this growing 
piece of the Electricity Value Network. 

Renewables make up 27% of EU 

electricity consumption. In 2016, 
86% of the new 24.5 GW of the new 
capacity built across the EU came 

from wind, solar, biomass and hydro. 
Software can help utilities better 

predict and plan for the intermittency 
of renewable energy sources. 

Coal plants are being 
decommissioned 

throughout Europe, 
but new plants are 
also coming online. 
The fuel source will 

decrease, but not 
disappear as the fuel 
mix shifts. Digital can 

cut CO2 emissions 

from coal by up to 

4% - worldwide, 
that’s the equivalent 

of taking 250 million 

cars off the road.*

Worldwide natural 
gas consumption for 
electricity generation 
grows by an average 
of 2.7% a year. Digital 
technology provides 
operational flexibility, 
helping natural gas 
generators dynamically 
respond to market 
conditions and resulting 
in load ramping up 

to 2.5 times the 

normal rate.*
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